While considerable progress has been achieved in radiation influence on the solid states, the quantitative assessment of defect production is very scarce. In this paper radiation defects studies in silicon crystals are briefly reviewed and comprehensively analyzed depending on irradiation energy and dose, paying special attention to electron irradiation in wide energy spectrum when crystal lattice disordered regions (clusters) occur. Electron irradiation, which is a simple way to introduce intrinsic defects, was used as one of the most powerful techniques to study point and cluster defects which affect properties of semiconductors depending on irradiation energy. Fundamental aspects of radiation induced defects are discussed and it is shown that they bring information on the threshold energy for atomic displacement, on the recombination of vacancy-interstitial pair and mainly, on radiation defects cluster formation which essentially influences on the irradiating material properties. The determination of the irradiation critical dose and energy for the formation of homogeneous disordered regions (clusters) are detailed.
Introduction
It is known that electron industry is mainly based on the application of physical processes, obtained in solid state materials with implementation of external influences, for example, high energy particle irradiations. The nature H. N. Yeritsyan et al. 1271 of these physical phenomena strongly depends on structural defects in there (shifted atoms in crystal lattice, impurity centers etc.) [1] - [5] , which is different depending on irradiation type, energy, intensity and dose.
Starting from 50-s of 20-th century it became possible to control the concentration of defects in solid state material by irradiation of material with high-energy particles (ions, protons, neutrons, electrons and γ-quanta) [6] . Besides the concentration of defects, created in material under influence of certain particle beam, depends on beam parameters (energy, dose, intensity) as well as sample temperature and its impurity content [7] - [10] . All these investigations at last established a new radiation implantation "more pure" (avoiding inclusion of foreign mixtures) technology, which allows by irradiation to obtain materials with previously planned physical properties and [6] . From solid state materials nowadays quantity-produced electron industry (including nano-materials) is based on semiconductors, often silicon (Si) and devices built on it. These materials and devices are using at irradiation environments (particle accelerators, nuclear power stations, cosmic space) and it is important to define their behavior and application limit in these extreme physical conditions depending on irradiation energy and dose. In this respect it is important to separate point (low energy, near threshold) and cluster (extended defects or disordered regions) radiation defect formations because they influence the semiconductors properties differently. The present paper is devoted to discussing and analyzing these problems.
Basic Energetic Conditions for Cluster Radiation Defects Formation
The clusters of radiation defects in crystal lattice are forming at irradiation by high energy particles or quanta (incident particles) when their energy is sufficiently high for displacement of lattice atoms from the sites which in his turn are able to displace other atoms developing further collisions and generate of high concentration primary simple defect pairs (Frenkel pairs-Fp): vacancies (V) and interstitial atoms (I). Meantime, an energy threshold E cl is implemented to characterize the cluster forming condition:
where E is energy of incidence particle, E min is its minimal energy sufficient for displacement of lattice atom from the site to lattice interstitial position. It is obvious from (1) that the E cl cannot be expressed sharply. Indeed, the term of "threshold energy" for clusters has a defined meaning if taking into account the diffusion of primary simple radiation defects in the crystal and formation of stabile clusters via unstable once, at the same time the energy of incident particles varies smoothly. In common cases of radiation defect production E min is defined from the expression ( )
at particle relativistic energies, and
at solid sphere collisions classic law. Where E d is the simple defect pairs (Fp) creation energy, m-electron mass, c-light velocity, M 1 , M 2 -are masses of incident particles, and irradiated sample atoms, respectively. The formula (2) may be used in cases of gamma-irradiations too because they cannot cause Fp defects directly, but only via electron-positron pair production, Kompton-or photo-effects. Formula (3) is applied at neutron, proton or ion irradiations.
Note, that the application of thermodynamic approach of adiabatic transition of bonded atom from its main site to interstitial and fix there at given temperature for determination of E d , allows to obtain reasonable value. In this case the theoretical [11] assumption gives 2 -3 times higher value for crystals with bonding energy of 10 eV, which is close to experimental data carried out by radiation physics methods. For example, in electron irradiated Si crystals E d is near 25 eV, E min = 145 keV, and E cl is estimated 9 -10 MeV. In mixed semiconductors the value E d has complicated character and is high, connected with atom displacement to the different sub-lattices. Here is not taken into account the energy transfer dependence from particle incidence angle which may cause some decrease of calculations results but not influence on the residual once, only maximum energy transfer at small angles may present practical interest [12] .
An important parameter in high energy particle interaction with material atom is cross-section of the process σ d , i.e., the probability of Fp production when E A ≥ E d , and σ (cl) for formation of clusters A d E E  , then the general expression of cross-section can be written:
The energy distribution of perviously displaced atoms plays significant role on experimental point of view in investigations of radiation defects production rate, in particular, clusters formation, because of the average distance between elastic collisions of irradiated material atoms depends on their energy, and hence, irradiating particle path. It means that the sample tickness in all cases must be lower with respect to this penetration path. For the cluster formation cross-section it is necessary to apply (4) and empiric data:
(including irradiation by hard charged particles and protons). At irradiations by charged particles and protons with non-relativistic energies the (4) can be simplificated to:
here b-is the "atomic radius" which defines an acting area of displaced atom. At electron irradiations for clusters description it is useful only expressions for relativistic energies; corresponding dependencies of 50 MeV irradiations are presented in Figures 1-4 . It can be seen from Figure 1 that primary displaced atoms have much more energy at the energy region near 10 2 eV and their energy strives to E d having capability to form further displacement then to rest until capture by impurity or other trapping centers.
Primary Displaced Atoms, Their Cascades and Formation of Clusters
No into details of ionization and other energy losses processes, note that for cluster creation it is necessary to develop a cascade of atomic collisions initiated by irradiation and it takes place until the energy exchange between atoms, including previously displaced atom, will decreased in respect to E d . This process may be considered as inner irradiation of material by intrinsic atoms. The aim of cascade consideration is, first of all, to ascertainment space distribution of V and I in the clusters of primary radiation defects taking into account information on their localization in the other places of crystal and mobility of these point defects. The existence of microscopic areas of high concentration primary defects influences on the number and distribution of defects in the stable cluster consisting of immovable V, I which define the main properties of irradiated semiconductors [14] . The process of stable cluster formation of radiation defects in result of cascade evolution is considered to be consisting of three stages: first-"fastest", energy transfer from incident particles to the material atom with duration about 10 −19 -10 −20 sec; secondary-"fast", formation of primary simple defects V and I, with duration of 10 −13 -10 −14 sec; and third-temperature diffusion of V, I to different impurities, imperfections and creation of stable at given temperature (mostly at room temperatures) clusters of secondary defects with duration about 10 −6 -10 −7 sec, the distribution of which may differ from those in primary cluster. Figure 2 shows the loss of energy from electrons with energy 50 MeV in Si crystal when clusters are formed. In fact these data are in accordance to the Figure 1 which means that more defects are created at the initial stage of electron incidence with high energetic region.
For analytical calculation of atomic collisions in formation of equilibrium cluster condition it is suggested: all collisions are binary which means that the radius of forces is lower than inter-atomic distance in crystal; atoms in crystal lattice are at a rest in beginning state. This static model is reasonable because, for instance, if the Si atom receives E d , and "fastest" stage is over, the crystal lattice begins relax to near new configuration of radiation defects and after that lattice emits thermal oscillation because this thermal process is much duration. Meantime the main part of E d was spent as a thermal energy, and potential energy of stabile defects or clusters remained very low from E d (in the case of Si it is about 5 eV) which may be annealed at high temperatures. Even if the lattice temperature is low for defect diffusion, the field of inner tensions of created Fp-defects can do attractive annihilation between V and I, and no displacement remained in result.
Given situation shows, in one hand, the difficulty of E d determination as a minimum energy allowing an atom to leave its neighboring atoms and take part in further cascade process. On the other hand, it is important precise E d determination as a minimum energy which is necessary for non-returnable atomic displacements, i.e. taking into account the lattice response because of this value is measuring in experiment. Besides, if imagine around of interstitial atom all possible vacancy positions for which the instantaneous created Fp defect is non-stable, then a volume of non-stability (or recombination volume) may occur for Fp including about 100 lattice sites. This may lead to self-annihilation of the cluster. Hence, one can observe a high radiation stability of material in case of neutron irradiation rather than gamma or X-ray irradiations which create much lower concentration of Fp but significantly space separated, i.e. stable [15] . That is why when considering primary clusters it is necessary to take into account intrinsic competition between movable V, I, and fixed di-vacancies created in result of captured two vacancies which stimulate forming of stable "frozen" clusters.
Number of Displaced Atoms and Radiation Defects in Clusters
In order to estimate the whole number of all displaced atoms it is necessary to assume a cascade function and probability character of energy transfer from initially displaced atom to other atoms of irradiated material. First of all the number of initially displaced atoms in 1 cm 3 is expressed by:
where D-is intensity of irradiation dose, t-irradiation time, No-number of atoms in 1 cm 3 (for Si No = 5 × 10 22 ), σ d -cross-section of collisions defining of primary knock-on atoms. Hence, the all displaced in 1 cm 3 atoms may be written:
where ύ is the number of averaged on energy atoms knocked-on by primary atom including itself. The dependence of ύ(E A ) is calculated consecutively [2] : at elastic collisions the first atom with energy E 1 transfers his part to second one 2 E′ , conserving 1 E′ ; 1 1 2 E E E ′ ′ = + , and after that first atom is able to do ( )
The compare of (9) and (10) shows that irradiation by charged particles leads to formation of lower group of defects in respect to neutrons which is due to different scattering in Coulomb field and scattering of neutrons by nuclei.
Considerable role in cluster creation plays di-vacancy which is bonded of two leaved by atoms free sites and has tendency to increase his concentration during irradiation (Figure 3) . The rate of their introduction may be estimated by following considerations. Due to high mobility of I in respect to V, an intensive diffusion of I takes place from primary (non-stable) cluster region to the volume of sample and formation V + V = V 2 , i.e. secondary di-vacancy in the area of creation of clusters of primary defects (Figure 4) .
Competing process of running off single V from primary cluster to the volume of sample dominate at low energy of primary displaced atoms, i.e. at relatively low energy of incidence particle. Thus it can be confirmed that the concentration of di-vacancies in cluster equals to the half of vacancies concentration, created in cascade of elastic collisions of primary atoms displacements at energy defined by (5) , and number defined by (9) or (10) depending on incidence particle type.
It is important to assume a number of radiation defects on the unit of path (along incident particle), in other words, introduction rate of defects dN/dx both for Fp and clusters which is presented by integrals over E d to E Fp and E Fp to E cl , including corresponding cross-sections. The application of above mentioned statements and (10) allowed to find following results in Si crystals irradiated by 50 MeV electrons: for Fp introduction rate from 1.8 to 2. 
Conclusions
From the results of this study one can conclude: 1) Energetic circumstances were analyzed in silicon irradiated by electrons with energy 50 MeV for point and cluster radiation defects creation and energy thresholds were determined about 145 keV and 9 -10 MeV, accordingly, while E d for Fp and cluster formations were estimated: 25 eV and 7 keV, accordingly.
